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ABSTRACT 

Paintings, mostly due to deteriorations, are sometimes repainted, concealing in underlayers important 
features, dates, names and other information. Conservators are facing dilemmas as to whether to preserve 
these interventions and retrieve valuable hidden information, but in the last decades the evolution of 
spectroscopic techniques has contributed to such uncertainties.  
The current brief review explains the intentional repaint and presents the techniques used around the world 
to visualize the underpainting layers, and how these techniques have developed from a simple X-Ray 
radiography and an infrared (IR) photography to mobile devices with great imaging capabilities. Case 
studies include Byzantine icons and oil paintings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Painting has always been a form of expression 
since early human dawn. From the first Palaeolithic 
cave drawings until today, spectacular painted 
images represent past cultures and the history of 
mankind in general (Aubert et al., 2014; 
Karapanagiotis et al., 2008; Valladas, 2004). Over the 
years, these paintings could have been repainted for 
several reasons, resulting to hiding important 
elements, such as dates or signatures of significant 
artists, leading conservators to make important 
decisions on whether to keep the overpainted layers 
(Sister Danillia et al., 2002). In recent years, non-
destructive imaging techniques at wavelengths 
beyond the visible can solve such issues attempting 
to display the underlying layers without, removing 
the overpainted one. Characteristic cases are the oil 
paintings, portable icons with egg tempera 
technique and wall paintings, frescoes or al secco.  

This paper deals with the ways hidden painted 
layers might be revealed, using techniques like 
Synchrotron Radiation Based XRF and macro-XRF or 
Confocal 3D Micro-XRF, after presenting the agents 
of deteriorations according to the material 
constructions of each painting techniques and the 
rationale of making these overpaintings.  

2. PAINTING LAYERS 

Painting initial started with a plain imprint on the 
rocks of the caves [1] and evolved into organized art 
defining each cultural period. 

Since the remote past people painted on the walls 
of their caves where they lived, with colours from 
natural mineral oxides of iron and magnesium, 
white clay and black from charcoal and burnt bones. 
Subsequently, however, various organic ingredients 
indications according to analyses, such as fat and 
blood, were probably used as colours binder, while 
the walls were covered by clay used as a substrate 
(Curtis, 2006; Guthrie, 2006). 

As the evolution of the techniques occurs several 
materials were used as painting supports (Gunnar, 
2007), such as various types of stone (marble or 
shale, mainly used in Italy in the 16th and 17th 
centuries and in Flanders), clay (painting decoration 
in ceramics), paper (in manuscript decorations), 
metals, glasses, skins and plastics. But the most 
widely used and refer only to painting are wall 
paintings, oil paintings on canvas and portable icons.  

2.1 THE CONTRUCTION MATERIALS 

Wall paintings construction materials as shown in 
Fig.1c are the masonry, mortar and painting surface 

which is made by using fresco1 or al secco2 
technique, on which archaeometric analysis and 
conservation practices have been applied (Mora and 
Mora, 2007; Liritzis and Polychroniadou, 2007; 
Gehad, et al., 2015; El_Rifai et al., 2013; Al-Emam 
Ehab et al 2015; Bader et al., 2014 ). An oil painting 
on canvas (Fig.1b), consists of a textile support 
stretched on a frame, covered with a ground layer 
painted mainly with oil colours, while in some cases 
a layer of varnish is over coated. In a portable icon 
(Fig. 1a), the wooden support, in some cases 
reinforced by canvas (extremely durable plain-
woven fabric), is covered by a ground layer to 
become smooth. This in turn is efficient of accepting 
the painted layer with egg tempera technique, 
protected by a transparent varnish. In several cases 
the painting layer is gilded by a sheet of gold or 
silver (Dionysiou Hieromonk of the Fourna, 1909; 
Kontoglou, 1993), after a clay bole3 was applied over 
the gesso.  

All the above cases of different painting 
techniques, consist of a stable support which is 
covered by a smooth and slick layer of ground layer, 
made by a filling material and a binder, which will 
finally accept the colour. Thus, we have three or four 
levels as shown in Fig. 1, were 1a refers to portable 
icons with egg tempera technique, 1b to oil paintings 
and 1c to wall paintings. 
 

2.2 AGENTS OF DETERIORATION 

The materials used to construct a painted surface, 
as well as, the environment in which it is made, 
exposed and stored, has a significant effect on its 
conservation status. The construction materials from 
which painted surfaces are composed are different 
and have their own decay process and rate, but they 
are all interrelated and can act catalytically to one 
another. 
The agents of deterioration in a wall painting are the 
presence of moisture in a monument, were it leads to 
the decline of the mortar and its removal of the 
masonry, the growth of microorganisms and 
crystallization of salts. At the same time, the bonds 
between sand and pigment granules and its binder 
are weakened causing crumble to the mortar and the 
paint layer. 

                                                      
1 Fresco is made by water colours applied to the mortar 

before it gets dry 
2 Al secco consist of colours mixed with wax, egg or 

another binder applied in dry mortar 
3 Bole is a clay mixed with an adhesive in order to have 

a good cushion under the gold leaf making it shine and 
durable as it compresses it on the ground layer. 
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Figure 1. Painting artwork construction materials for (a) portable icons with egg tempera technique on wooden panel, 
(b) oil paintings on canvas and (c) wall paintings i.e. fresco or secco.

Local moisture leakage can separate the layers of 
mortar and surface paint and create internal blanks 
and blisters. At the same time the salt crystallization 
on the surface and inside the murals causes their 
deterioration and aesthetic corruption. 

Canvas in oil paintings is a very sensitive support, 
is easily torn and even a tiny bump can cause 
ground layers peeling or cracking as much as other 
mechanical damage. In the areas were different 
pieces of fabric are stapled together, there may be 
variations in moisture and temperature behaviour 
due to differences in thickness, weave or fibre 
direction. If the weaving is sparse and the 
preparation layer is thick, micro-cracks are caused 
along the threads which eventually peel off and 
leave small holes in the artefact. 

Wood has a variable structure and properties and 
exhibits anisotropy and hygroscopicity, resulting 
constantly contractions and expansions that affect 
both the ground and the painted layer and 
sometimes even the varnish. Its degradation 
problem due to fungi and insects, consist on loses 
and damages (Salama et al., 2016; Enas Abo El Enen 
Amin, 2017, 2018; Abdel-Kareem, 2010). 

 The knots, the various cracks and all woods 
imperfections that exist before using it as a portable 
icons support, causes pressures and movements that 
affect all the other layers of the artefact. Metal nails 
used to join pieces of wood, or traverse, causes 
mechanical stresses and cracks. Several problems in 
preparation layer are caused by the incompatibility 
between wood and gesso. The proper quantity of 
Dyes binder, as well as, the ground layers glue is 
very important. Loss of painting surface occurs in 
places where there is also substrate loss, such as 
cracks, holes, knots, etc. 

The damage to the varnish layer is mainly due to 
the accumulation of dust and pollutants, the 
decomposition of natural resins and oils, the 
presence of moisture, and restoration by people 

without knowledge and experience since an 
important factor of deterioration is human 
intervention. Varnish removal with unsuitable 
chemicals can cause unpleasant results, such as 
alkaline solutions (soaps, ammonia, etc.), 
saponification of the binder and chromatic alteration 
of certain dyes. Strongly active materials lead to 
losses, cracks, flaking and colour changes.  

All the above damages result obscuring of painted 
surfaces in details and the original colours over the 
years, with losses and major deterioration. That is 
why, often, painters overpainted mostly the faces of 
the figures and in some cases even painted a new 
layer over an old one, differentiating the depiction. 
As a result, extensive interventions are applied, 
offering a great strength of importance, but at the 
same time introduce restoration problems. 

3. OVERPAINTINGS 

Overpainting is usually made for covering up 
damages, dressing naked bodies or modernizing 
clothing [2], while in some cases, conspicuous 
counterfeiting with the addition of signatures could 
increase value. Besides, some interventions can be 
made by the painter himself, either altering 
something in the composition or as arbitrary repaint 
of the older work. 

Wall-paintings and portable icons, were utilitarian 
artefacts of worship; thus, whenever they were 
damaged and no longer easily distinguishable, they 
were overpainted. In some cases, entire paintings 
repainted older iconographies (Fig. 2) as the owner 
requested, or because different eras imposed variant 
standards. 
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Figure 2. Ιcon that has been repainted all over. The 
underlying layer depicts St. Nicholas and the overpainted 
Saint Stephen (personal photo archive: Bratitsi, probably 

a 19th century icon, private owner. 

Also, many letters, dates and signatures were 
rewritten in order to change the text (Fig. 3) or 
because it was ready to be erased. 

 

Figure 3. Reshaping the inscription of an icon, that 
contains donors, hagiographer and date of construction. 

(personal photo archive: Bratitsi, detail of a 19th cent. icon 
of St Nicholas from ‘’St Nicholas’’ church at Paradisi 

Rhodes) 

Overpainting are usually not limited to the 
damaged area but are expanded to unify the 
illustration (Fig. 4). 

 

Figure 4. An overpainted fresco. (personal photo archive: 
Bratitsi, a 19th century portable icon from ‘’Ag. Marina’’ 

church, Paradisi Rhodes)  

Great interventions also occur in the gilded areas, 
as the gold leaf easily gets obscured and loses its 
shine, in many cases with bronze, even covering 
golden leaves of an excellent quality (Fig. 5). 

 
Figure 5. Subsequent gold leaf cover with brass on a table. 
(personal photo archive: Bratitsi, detail of a 20th cent. oil 
painting of St. John, from the church of ‘’Presentation of 

Mary’’ at Niochori, Rhodes 

In many cases the old varnish (Fig. 6) still remains 
between the paint layers, but in some others is 

removed accidently4. 

 
Figure 6 the first piece shows the later intervention, the 

second the old varnish and the third the cleaned 
underlying layer. (personal photo archive: Bratitsi, part of 

a 19th cent. Iconostasis from church ‘’the presentation of 
Mary’’ at Koskinou, Rhodes) 

Past work on paintings conservation is known, 
but with different character than today [3], thus by 

                                                      
4 In many churches it has prevailed to clean the icons 

and frescoes with cologne or nama and because they both 
contain ethanol, many times the old varnish was removed, 
often removing and destroying part of the colors and 
especially the golden leaf. 
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the meaning5 of repairness or performing 
interventions in order to cover the damage, such as 
Fig. 7, where in order to place the image in a temple, 
a piece of another image was added and painted 
over in order to unify the hole icon. At any rate, 
conservation was performed by hagiographers, 
wood sculptors and various craftsmen (Brandi, 
1977).  

A B 

Figure 7. Icon where they have added part of another icon 
in order to reach the desired width to fit into the newest 

templum and was repainted. (personal photo archive: 
Bratitsi, detail from a 19th cent. icon of St John from ‘’St 

Dimitrios church at Paradisi, Rhodes) 

 
The most important icon, as it relates to the first 

depiction of Christ Pantocrator dated to the 6th 
century, from the Monastery of St. Catherine of 
Sinai, painted by the encaustic method, was at some 
time overpainted (Fig. 8) and that intervention was 
removed by conservator Tasos Margaritof 
(Margaritof, 1999). One of the well-known cases of 
an extraordinary overpaint, was in Spain, the case of 
Ecco Hommo by Elias Garcia Martinez a 19th 
century fresco. The art piece was ruined by an old 
lady‘s ‗‘restoration‘‘, Cecilia Giménez, resulting 
many profits due to publicity of bad art critics 
reaction [4], so she sued the church demanding a 

large amount of money [5](Fig.9). 
 

                                                      
5 "Definition of a Profession". International Council of 

Museums - Committee for Conservation. Retrieved 18 August 
2012.  

 
Figure 8 Christ in Sinai. The icon before and after the 

removal of the overpainting 

 
(a)  (b) (c) 

Figure 9 a) Initial fresco, b) fresco with deteriorations, c) 
overpainted fresco 

Overpainting, however, is part of art‘s long history 
providing greater significance and at the same time huge 
problems to conservators [6]. But if the overpainted layer 
remains how is it possible to visualize the underlayer. 
The answer comes from the technology of analysis and 
digitization, even mobile for greater ease and refers to 
the entire depth of the subject, i.e. the methods refer to 
1D and 2D, moreover 3D. 

 

4. METHODS FOR IMAGING 

UNDERPAINTED LAYERS 

In the field of Cultural Heritage research there are 
two terms which are used to express all procedures 
applied for material characterisation, construction 
technique identification and dating. Archaeometry 
which includes the characterization and the dating 
of mainly archaeological material such as bones, 
stone or pottery, and the visual art diagnosis which 
refers to the study of cultural heritage artifacts which 
present simple color decoration or paint layers 

http://www.icom-cc.org/47/about-icom-cc/definition-of-profession/#.UDAT6KllSmN
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stratigraphy like paintings. This emerged as a need 
for understanding the interaction mechanisms 
between construction materials, deterioration 
phenomena and consequently the investigation and 
treatment of them, which differ according to the 
material and the technique used. By following a 
series of non-destructive and analytical techniques, a 
set of information can be gathered, processed and 
become an important tool for art-conservators.  

Methods of analysis are available for the study 
and recording of works of art, acting complementary 
and offering a considerable amount of information. 
This leads to safe conclusions about its structure and 
damage that is not visible to the naked eye. 
Moreover, qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
construction materials leads one to choose the 
conservation methodology to be followed. 

Non-destructive testing and imaging techniques 
at various wavelengths are a valuable tool in the 
research and conservation of works of art since the 
decade of 1930, while nowadays they have been 
operating in three dimensions, thus multiplying the 
possibilities (Moropoulou et al., 2013). Especially in 
multi-painted layers like the above mentioned. This 
is a continued effort and regarding icons only a few 
cases involving underlying layers of painted works 
have been observed, while many cases of 
underdrawings have been examined. This is 
probably due to the fact that an underlying paint 
layer is very difficult to be observed without a 
proper equipment.  

Techniques used for overpainted works of art 
being mention below are: Synchrotron Radiation 
Based XRF and macro-XRF and Confocal 3D Micro-
XRF. (Janssens et al., 2017; Evans et al., 2019). 

In fact, in irradiated art surfaces the wavelength 
range is divided into areas where one can see the 
surface of a work of art or penetrate in depth 
revealing the hidden secrets. Wavelengths for deeper 
areas are x-rays and infrared radiation because they 
penetrate the varnish. In the case of IR the ranges 
include the areas from deep red at 760nm to the 
limits of microwaves but only a restrict region of it 
ranging from 760nm to 2500nm can be used in the 
art diagnosis. IR is an invisible radiation, 
characterized by its great penetration ability. Its 
usefulness in scientific applications of diagnosis of 
artworks is based on the fact that some materials 
reflect infrared radiation while some others allow it 
to pass through their mass. On the other hand, X-
rays are electromagnetic waves in wavelength 
between 10 nm and 0.01 nm and are produced when 
high-speed electrons fall into matter. Below the 
techniques of XRR, and IRR with versions applied to 
paintings are reviewed in some case studies.  

4.1 X-RAY RADIATION  

The oldest method refers to X-ray radiation, from 
the late 19th century. X-Ray Radiography (XRR) is 
the first technique that can collect information from 
the internal parts of a painting in a non-destructive 
way and is now available in many conservation 
workshops (Gavrilov et al., 2014). 

This tends to be replaced by digital radiography 
with less exposure to radiation and direct data 
without test exposures and records on film, but since 
these problems relate to medicine rather than 
cultural heritage, they are opposed to the high cost 
of equipment and the possibility of lateral analysis 
due to the size of the grain (Oliviera et al., 2013).  

 X-ray does not provide elemental analysis, nor 
does interpret underlying paint layers in cases of 
heavy metals painting such as lead or mercury, or in 
cases of overlapped by thicker layers with highly 
absorbent elements such as zinc. Very important is 
the ground layer on which the painting surface is 
deposited, as its components may act prohibitively 
for the display of the color elements (such as zinc 
ground layers) (Noble et al., 2012; Alfred et al., 2013, 
van der Loeff et al., 2012). In order to reduce this 
difficulty of paint reading on such ground layers, 
various tests were made digitally with algorithms, 
corresponding to those involving to the removal of 
the weave from the canvas support of paintings 
(Johnson et al. 2010) and the characteristics of 
wooden panels (Padfield et al., 2002). Besides XRR, 
many other ways of X-ray analysis began to refer 
and be used in cultural heritage, such as strati-
radiography (Van Asperen de Boer. 1976) where the 
film is placed directly on the painting, whereby the 
X-ray tube moves during the exposure, leaving a 
blurring substrate. Electron emission radiography is 
very helpful in reducing XRR‘s problems (Bridgman 
et al., 1958). Important and particularly useful for 
icons painted on both sides is stereo-X-ray (Van 
Asperen de Boer, 1976) where two x-rays are taken 
from different locations and combined into a 
stereographic image. Energy radiography is an 
imaging technique that can significantly enhance the 
contrast of the images and possibly the elemental 
imaging, as not only photons, but their energy also, 
is recorded. The K-edge dichromography is achieved 
by using primary radiation of different energies 
(Baldelli et al., 2006) where the beams of the selected 
energy are collected by Bragg diffraction. A very 
specific X-ray source, which emits a monochromatic 
beam, has been very recently described, while efforts 
have been made to combine the K-edge with 
synchrotron radioactive source (Schalm et al., 2011). 
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However, all these methods are non-portable, 
difficult to use and at an early stage. 

Zemlicka et al. (2012) constructed a mobile 
instrument, by using a Timepix detector to perform 
X-Ray energy resolved without lateral scanning and 
managed to separate the energy diffusion of 
individual X-ray photons, so they were able to 
separate the painted layer from the support 
(Zemlicka et al., 2012). Subsequently, Schalm et al., 
(Schalm et al., 2006) constructed another instrument 
that provide radiographs with higher colour 
contribution than ground layer and support by using 
a W-anode X-Ray tube with an energy dispersive 
detector.  

X-Ray Fluorescence was also used initially to 
identify pigments (the fluorescent radiation emitting 
an X-ray specimen contains quantitative and 
qualitative information) but very recently the use of 
Macro-XRF appeared for the visualization of 
underlying painted layers. The shots are obtained by 
scanning two lateral dimensions with a focused 
primary beam in reflection geometry. Scanning 
micro-XRF with a micrometre ray of analysis is a 
technique also widely used to explore cultural 
heritage objects since 1990, but with several technical 
problems (Janssens et al., 2000). However, all of 
these scanners required several seconds of space per 
pixel, limiting their application to very small details.  

In the last decade, the novel-based-X-Ray 
Fluorescence synchrotron imaging method was 
developed for studies in overpainted paintings such 
as ‗‘Patch of Grass‘‘ by Vincent Van Gogh. This 
particular painting was transferred and investigated 
in Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY, 
Hamburg, Germany) in 2007 by Dik et al., were a 
concentrated monochromatic beam, depicted an 
underlie painting of a head (Dik et al., 2008). At 
DESY other painting studies were followed such as 
in 2009 at the painting ‗‘the laughing Rembrandt‘‘ by 
Rembrandt van Rijn (Dik et al., 2010) and in 
‗‘Pauline im Weißen Kleid‘‘ by Philipp Otto Runge 

(Alfeld et al., 2011) and a study of a hidden 
underpainting in Vincent van Gogh's ‗‘Flower Still 
Life with Meadow Flowers and Roses‘‘ (Van der 
Loeff et al., 2012; Alfeld et al., 2013). At the National 
Synchrotron Lighting Laboratory (NSLS, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, NY, USA) the 
underlying painting from the portrait of a 
Rembrandt‘s ‗‘An Old Man‘‘ became visible (Alfeld 
et al., 2013), as well as in Melbourne, Australia, with 
the Australian Synchrotron an overpainted painting 
by Arthur Streeton (Howard et al., 2012). Of course, 
all the above case studies involve transferring the 
paintings to the synchrotron sources laboratories 
and that is not always achievable.  

Alfeld el al., (2013) manage to build a scanner 
consisting of 4 detectors recording fluorescent 
radiation from X-ray sources with a highly sensitive 
result. The mobile scanner was used to complement 
the previous results obtained in Vincent van Gogh's 
‗‘Flower Still Life with Meadow Flowers and Roses‘‘ 
by Synchrotron (Alfeld et al., 2011, 2013). This study 
showed that moving instruments can achieve a 
sensitivity comparable to synchrotron-based 
scanners. The MA-XRF revealed details of an 
underlying portrait of a Goya‘s portrait of ‗‘Don 
Ramón Satué‘‘ of (Bull et al., 2011). However, the 
addition of minium (red lead, Pb3O4) between many 
pigments or white paint with red organic lakes is not 
directly visible. The limitation of MA-XRF is that the 
in mobile detectors the fluorescence radiation is of 
low energy and is absorbed by the dye.  

Confocal XRF (Monico et al., 2011) allows the in-
depth analysis with elemental contrast. The visual 
field of the detector is achieved by the insertion of a 
borosilicate monocapillary optic to focus the incident 
beam and a borosilicate polycapillary lens to collect 
the fluorescent x-rays. It presents several limitations, 
but is (one of the few) non-destructive movable 
method and will be used a lot in the future. The hold 
time of several tens of seconds requires long scans 
(about half an hour) for a single depth of profile, but 
is possible to obtain virtual 2D cross-sections or even 
3D data cubes (Kanngießer et al., 2013) as was 
confirmed at a black drawing cat visualized behind a 
Vincent Van Gogh‘s paintings ‗‘Daubigny‘s Garden‘‘ 
(Nakanoa et al., 2016).  

4.2 INFRARED RADIATION (IRR) 

Infrared radiation in cultural heritage has been 
used since the early 20th century, but since 1960 
infrared reflection has begun to project in-depth 
layers. It is accompanied by simultaneous heat 
emission. It is easier to use than X-ray and does not 
constitute a health hazard. Also, the availability of 
the detectors is now wide and of course extends to 
multi-spectral and hyper-spectral imaging 
(Alexopoulou 2013; Alexopoulou 2018). Here, all the 
case studies refer to underdrawing and not to 
underpainted layers.  

The first application was IR-photography and 
concerns photons of infrared radiation with a 
sensitivity of 700-900 nm which is recorded as 
reflected by the painting. Its limitation refer to the 
transparency of 900nm and the possibility of 
observing underdrawings in many pigments. 
(Mairinger 2004). Subsequently, IR photography has 
been replaced by Si CCD or CMOS cameras sensitive 

http://refhub.elsevier.com/S0584-8547(13)00201-2/rf0905
http://refhub.elsevier.com/S0584-8547(13)00201-2/rf0905
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from 700 to 1100 nm. (Walmsley et al. 1992, Gargano, 
et al., 2007, Alexopoulou 2004, 2005). 

Recently, Falco (2009) described a process of 
modifying a commercial digital camera 8 Mpixel in 
IR, tested in a work by Lorenzo Lotto, however, he 
has received many criticisms (Stork and Kossolapov, 
2011). For observing underlayers, a useful tool is 
Short Wave IR, i.e. at 1000-2400 nm. Van Asperen de 
Boer invented IR-reflectography, by replacing the 
film recording the IR radiation with an IR camera at 
first (van Asperen de Boer, 1966) and later a vidicon 
tube with target PbS sensitive up to 1900 nm (van 
Asperen de Boer, 1974). Underdrawings can be 
better examined in paintings before 16th-century, as 
they contain highly reflective grounds with black 
carbon-based underdrawings that absorb infrared 
strongly.  

Vidicon analogue tubes present a satisfactory 
image resolution coupled with high penetration 
depth (Alexopoulou, 2010) but they record many 
geometrical distortions while not displaying the 
same photometric response across the surface. Many 
attempts have been made to avoid such errors but 
were finally replaced by cameras with a solid state 
array of PtSi (with a sensitivity of 1000-5000nm) 
initially, which required liquid nitrogen cooling ( 
Delaney et al, 1993 and Walmsley et al., 1993) until 
very recently InGaAs (sensitive to radiation between 
900 and 1700 nm), which don‘t need a cooling 
system and is more efficient (Alexopoulou, 2018) . In 
order to achieve longer wavelengths, HgCdTe and 
InSb can be used, but these devices are considerably 
more expensive and need also cooling (Saunders et 
al. 2006). 

IRR at higher wavelengths presents an overall 
lower contrast and can also provide additional 
information as the absorption and reflection 
characteristic of many dyes is different in SWIR and 
MIR. However, along with the reflectogram, a highly 
thermographic result is also observed. 

Multispectral imaging has quite recently appeared 
offering a number of views recorded at different 
wavelengths. However, the data is quite limited. 
(Francisco et al., 2001). At a later stage, hyperspectral 
imaging applied to the analysis of Goya paintings in 
the Museum of Zaragoza (Spain), (Daniela et al., 
2015). 

Optical Coherence Tomography uses near 
infrared radiation of 700-1500nm allowing a 3D 
imaging of layers (Targowski and Iwanicka, 2011). It 
is applied at a safe distance from the object, without 
any contact and depicts the first successive layers of 
an object in both qualitative and quantitative terms 
(for example, it provides information about the 
thickness of the varnish of an image). With the help 

of the OCT, Targowski et al (Targowski and 
Iwanicka, 2011) found strong signs of a forgery 
signature in the Portrait of an Unknown Woman that 
was created in the late 19th century by an unknown 
artist. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The study of overpaintings in recent years has 
begun to progress rapidly as imaging techniques 
have recently been involved into art, and efforts 
have been made in order to study the image behind 
an image. The following table (Table 1) presents the 
case studies that have been studied above. 

Until recently the only techniques that could 
examine underlayers were XRR and IRR, but with 
many difficulties such as in thicker layers or carbon 
based pigments, although nowadays are being used 
in many conservation studios allowing faster and 
detailed acquisition.  

The exploitation of the fluorescence radiation that 
emitted by the painting during X-Ray irradiation 
instead of the absorption was of great importance, as 
it allows a contrast not being achieved by any other 
technique. Confocal XRF is the only so far in situ 
technique being able to investigate underlayered 
paintings. 

On the other hand multispectral IRR allows the 
selection of different wavelengths providing great 
results on the identification of pigments.  

All the case studies are oil paintings in canvas and 
each one has been examined many times with 
different equipment, so that they can compare all the 
methods but mainly because they can act 
complementary to one another. Surely several other 
techniques are available for paintings in-depth 
study, such as terahertz imaging or NMR, but are 
not yet applied to study overpaintings, since X-Ray 
and IR are both long established and therefore more 
common and prone to supply in a conservation 
laboratory.  

 
6. CONCLUSION 

An overpainted work of art conceals many secrets 
that give importance to its history and make it 
unique and irreplaceable. Removing an overpainted 
layer is not always feasible or advisable in many 
cases and of course, by removing it, we miss 
important elements. It is apparent from the current 
review that all the case studies of visualizing 
underlying painting layers relate to oil paintings 
mostly in canvas. The study in egg-tempera or wall 
paintings is only limited to a few attempts, as such 
overpainted images are difficult to be found. 
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Table I. All the case studies that have been examined concerning overpaintings.  

Case studies Type  Over painted layer Underlying painted 
layer 

method 

Patch of Grass  
Vincent Van Gogh 

1887 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

 

 

IRR 

Patch of Grass  
Vincent Van Gogh  

1887 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

 

 

XRR 

Patch of Grass  
Vincent Van Gogh 

1887 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

 

 

Synchrotron Radiation Based X-ray 
Fluorescence 

DESY, Hamburg, Germany 
Dik et al. (2008) 

Flower Still Life with 
Meadow Flowers and 
Roses‘ 

Vincent van Gogh 
1974 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

 

 

Synchrotron Radiation Based X-ray 
Fluorescence 

DESY, Hamburg, Germany 
 

Alfeld et al. (2013) 
Van der Loeff et al. (2012) 

Old Man in Military 
Costume 

Rembrandt van Rijn, 
1630 

Oil 
painting 
on panel 

  

Synchrotron Radiation Based X-ray 
Fluorescence 

DESY, Hamburg, Germany 
 

Dik et al. (2010) 

An Old Man  
 Rembrandt van Rijn  

1630 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

 

 

XRR 
 

An Old Man  
 Rembrandt van Rijn  

1630 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

 

 

IRR 

An Old Man  
 Rembrandt van Rijn  

1630 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

 

 

synchrotron-based scanning macro-
XRF 

NSLS, NY, USA 
 

Alfeld et al. (2013) 
 

self-portrait 
 Sir Arthur Streeton 

1923 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

 

 

X-ray fluorescence microscopy 
using synchrotron radiation 

Melbourne, Australia 
 
Howard et al. (2012) 
 

Daubigny‘s Garden 
Vincent Van Gogh 

1890 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

 

 

Confocal 3D micro-XRF 
 

 Nakanoa et al. (2016) 

Portrait of a Woman. 
Edgar Degas 

1937 

Oil 
painting 
in canvas 

  

XRF fluorescence microscopy 
elemental maps 

 
Thurrowgood et al. (2016) 
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All the case studies refer to particular techniques 

and instruments, although the above techniques can 
act conjointly and complementary. The paintings of 
great painters such as Vincent Van Gogh and Edgar 

Degas are a few case studies but significant 
examples of underpaintings being examined the last 
decades revealing hidden depiction under 
correspondingly amazing creations which are 
forbidden to be removed and destroyed. 
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